
Relative relocation techniques have become widely used to refine the resolution 
of earthquake hypocentral positions.  GrowClust3D.jl is an open-source software 
package written in the programming language Julia that builds and improves 
upon the original GrowClust algorithm, an established relative relocation 
technique that applies cluster analysis to waveform cross-correlation 
measurements. The adoption of Julia’s modern programming environment 
allows for greater flexibility in GrowClust3D.jl’s algorithm design and 
computational implementation, and opens up new opportunities for enterprising 
and ambitious users. Notable additions to the GrowClust3D.jl package include 
(i) several parallel processing options to improve efficiency in bootstrap 
resampling uncertainty quantification routines, (ii) incorporation of geographic 
map projections and station elevations during the relocation process, and (iii) 
the ability to use travel-time tables derived from 3D velocity models. We 
demonstrate the new features of the software package on relocation problems 
of different scales in Nevada, California, Texas, and New Zealand, where in the 
latter two cases the use of a 3D velocity model helps resolve structures that 
remain obscure with earlier versions of GrowClust. We hope that the new 
GrowClust3D.jl software package will become a valuable public resource for 
SCEC researchers and the earthquake science community at large.
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Figure 1: Overview of the basic GrowClust3D.jl workflow. Key differences from the 
original GrowClust algorithm are highlighted with purple text. The basic philosophy is 
the same, but the potential for new applications in greatly enhanced. 

Since its inception as an open-source, community-driven software package in 
2017, the GrowClust relative relocation algorithm has become a popular 
research tool in the earthquake science community. However, the state of the 
science is rapidly evolving, with increasing availability of detailed, 3D subsurface 
models, ever growing datasets, and significant computing resources at the 
fingertips of non-specialist users. The development of the GrowClust3D.jl 
package was motivated with these considerations in mind. Some users may 
defer to the simplicity of the original GrowClust codes, and that is totally fine. But 
as seismology continues to evolve, more and more users may need to tackle 
modern problems that require enhanced flexibility, whether in terms of parallel 
processing or accounting for 3D Earth structure during the relocation process. If 
this level of flexibility appeals, this package is for you!
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Figure 2: Top / left: Relocation of more than 38,000 aftershocks of the 2019 Ridgecrest, 
CA earthquake sequence. Bottom right: bootstrap resampling for uncertainty analysis can 
be performed in parallel using Julia’s multiprocessing toolbox, dramatically accelerating the 
overall runtime. Multithreading options can also be useful on personal laptops.

The software is publicly available on  GitHub (https://github.com/dttrugman/GrowClust3D.jl), 
where you’ll find documentation, worked examples, datasets, and more. The package is 
definitely still in the “beta testing” phase, so feel free to reach out if you have questions or 
run into any issues.

Give it a try!

Figure 4 and 5: Using an appropriate 3D velocity model is particularly useful in 
resolving earthquake sequences near subduction zones, such as those from the 
2016 M7.8 Kaikōura earthquake sequence (top). GrowClust solutions using a 3D 
velocity model (bottom, panels c and d) have better structural resolution than the 
original GrowClust algorithm and a 1D model (shown in panels a and b).

Figure 3: GrowClust3D.jl integrates fully with the absolute location algorithm NonLinLoc 
(https://github.com/alomax/NonLinLoc), providing self-consistency between absolute and 
relative relocations. The example above comes from a cluster of earthquakes near 
Coyanosa, TX. Using a local, 3D velocity model in the absolute location process shifts the 
depths upward to a more realistic setting; GrowClust3D refines the solution from there. 
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